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Highlights
This report summarizes notable events discussed on jihadist Web forums during the first half of
February 2015. Following are the main points covered in the report:


Following the execution of the Jordanian pilot, who was set on fire inside a cage, the Islamic
State warns the Jordanian Kingdom not to go through with its intension to execute the female
terrorist, Sajida al-Rishawi, in response to the pilot’s execution; otherwise, the organization will
set off a wave of terrorist attacks against Amman, the capital of the Jordanian Kingdom. In
addition, the Islamic State published a hit list containing the names and addresses of Jordanian
pilots in order to deter them from taking part in air strikes against the organization in Iraq and
Syria.



Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula officially announces the death of Harith al-Nadhari, a
member of the organization’s Shari’a Council who was killed in a US drone strike. The Houthi
Shi’ite minority in Yemen is given partial blame for al-Nadhari’s death due to its collaboration
with US forces. Many jihadist organizations, including branches of Al-Qaeda, publish eulogies in
his memory and some of them call for revenge attacks against American targets.



The Islamic State continues to call on Muslims in the West, especially in France, to continue to
carry out individual terrorist attacks against France similar to those carried out by the Kouachi
brothers in the beginning of January 2015 in Paris. According to the organization, France’s
participation in the coalition against Islamic State fighters in Iraq and Syria, and its insult to the
honor of the Prophet Muhammad as expressed in the caricatures of him, serve as justifiable
grounds forspreading fear on the streets of France and among its citizens.



The Islamic State executes 21 Coptic Christians who came from Egypt to work in Libya and were
kidnapped from the city of Sirte at the end of December 2014.



The Islamic State publishes a video documenting the seemingly pastoral life in the city of
Aleppo, part of which is subject to the organization’s authority. The video,narrated by
kidnapped British journalist, John Cantlie, criticized Western claims that the organization
cannotprovide the civilian population with a normal routine life, commerce or economy.



Abubakar Shekau, leader of the “Assembly of the Helpers of Sunnah for Dawah and Jihad”
(formerly Boko Haram), threatens to attack Chad, Niger and Nigeria in response to the decision
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to establish an African regional force composed of five countries in order to defeat the
organization and restore security to the region. According to him, this coalition is doomed to fail
and its members will pay a heavy price.
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New Publications
Ideology


Following the killing of the Jordanian pilot, Muaz al-Kasasbeh, who was burned to death in a
cage, several articles were published on jihadist Web forums that legitimized burning as method
of execution. An author calling himself Abu Muadh al-Maqdisi al-Salafi published an article that
mostly brought references from the Quran and the Hadith to justify the use of fire in
executions.1
In addition, the Media Front for Assistance to the Islamic State published an article by an author
known as ‘Ahd on Al-Battar jihadist media institution, which described the burning as a fitting
punishment for “the burning of countless Muslims”.2 The writer, Abu Khattab al-Yamani,also
published his opinion on the matter and emphasized the importance of combating the media,
which is trying to present Muaz al-Kasasbeh as “a Muslim like any other”.3
The Turjuman al-Asawirti jihadist media institution published a video directed at the Jordanian
people and the family of Muaz al-Kasasbeh. The video, which contained quotes from Abu
Mus'ab al-Zarqawi against the Jordanian authorities, also included interviews with residents
from various areas under Islamic State (IS) control. In the interviews, the residents explained
that it was up to the pilot’s parents to dissuade him from carrying out missions aimed at
harming Muslims.4

The Rift between Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State
A. The Camp Opposed to the Islamic State


During the first half of February 2015, the Minbar Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad Salafi-jihadist Web site,
which was established by Sheikh Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, published the following:
o A statement from Sheikh Abdullah bin Abdulrahman Shanqeeti, a member of the Shari’a
Council of theMinbar Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad Web site, an adjudicatorand a member of the
above-mentioned site, in which he responded to an article published by the Islamic

1

http://theshamnews.com/?p=2277 (Arabic).
http://theshamnews.com/?p=2394 (Arabic).
3
http://theshamnews.com/?p=2249 (Arabic).
4
http://theshamnews.com/?p=2437 (Arabic).
2
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State’s DABIQ magazine, titled, “Al-Qa’ida of Waziristan – A Testimony of Within” by Abu
Jarir al-Shamali. In Shanqeeti’s response, he claimed that it is no wonder that enemies of
jihad wish the mujahideen ill but it was surprising that such an article would appear in a
magazine belonging to the IS. He added that the point of the article was to slander AlQaeda, and to call on people to leave the organization and swear allegiance to the IS.
Shanqeeti commented on al-Shamali’s statement according to which Al-Qaeda is
hesitant to declare “takfir” (the accusation of apostasy) on rulers and their armies, and
claimed that one should act patiently and expand one’s knowledge on the topic of takfir
before accusing Muslims of apostasy. He added that there is no connection between
Osama bin Laden’s declaration of takfir against the rulers and armies of Saudi Arabia,
and the merger between al-Zarqawi’s Al-Tawhid wal-Jihad group and Al-Qaeda.5
o An article by Sheikh al-Mundhir al-Shami titled, “The Extremist State”, which included
three parts: “Extremism and Taking Precaution When Attacking the Enemy”, “Extremism
and Policy”, and “Extremism and the Accusation of Heresy”. In the first part, al-Shami
claimed that the IS was making light of the need to take precaution when attacking the
enemy and, as a result, many Muslims living among the infidels were killed when the IS
attacked the latter. In the second part, al-Shami criticized the IS policy requiring Muslims
to swear allegiance to the Caliphate, its desire to de-legitimize all other jihadist groups,
and its vow to attack anyone who does not join its ranks. In the third part, he referred to
the Islamic State’s accusation that all Muslims who belong to other organizations,
including the Free Syrian Army, Ahrar al-Sham and Al-Nusra Front, are apostates and
have deviated from Islam, and to its call on them to repent.6
o An article by Abu Mundhir Shanqiti titled, “Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri… Man of the
Nation” in which he claimed that the Nation of Islam needs leaders and must honor
them. He added that it is important for every person to know his place and value his
leaders in light of their rich experience. He claimed that the sheikh’s opinion takes
precedence over the heroism and courage of youth. In addition, he claimed that there
are people trying to undermine the position of the hero sheikh, Ayman al-Zawahiri. He
5

http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=05021501 (Arabic).
http://www.tawhed.ws/dl?i=14021501 (Arabic).
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added that al-Zawahiri could have chosen to engage in any occupation but he chose to
serve the Nation of Islam and Muslims. In addition, he criticized all those who tried to
vilify al-Zawahiri. He praised the leader for his ability to see the big picture while others
only look at the immediate future. At the end of the article, he listed reasons for why he
appreciates al-Zawahiri, including his support for Allah’s shari’a, his defense of Islam’s
holy things and his ability to anger Islam’s enemies.7
o An article by Sheikh Abu Al-Izz al-Najdi, a member of the Web site’s Shari’a Council, in
which he claimed that the death penalty for cases of a political or religious nature are
rare in Jordan, and blamed the IS for the execution ofSajida Mubarak Atrous al-Rishawi,
the Iraqi female terrorist, by the Jordanian regime. He claimed that she was killed due to
the lies spread by the organization. He added that Sheikh Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi
had placed the blame for Sajida’s execution on the IS as a response to the burning of the
Jordanian pilot. He also stated that al-Maqdisi had spoken with the IS, despite the
conflicts between them, regarding a deal to release the Jordanian pilot in exchange for
Sajida and other IS and Al-Qaeda fighters imprisoned in Jordan, but that members of the
IS had lied when they made contact with him because the pilot had already been
executed beforehand. He also added that the Jordanians had agreed to a deal but
demanded to see a dated videotape showing the pilot alive, and that the IS had delayed
in delivering the tape, which only proved that it had lied about the pilot being alive. In
addition, he claimed that the IS had also lied when it expressed concern for Sajida when
it knew that the pilot had already been killed, and accused the organization of not caring
about its captives and only caring about killing and slaughter.8

B. The Camp Supporting the Islamic State


Al-Battar jihadist media institution, which is involved in publicity for the IS, published an article
by a writer named Salah al-Din, in which he attacked and criticized AQAP. Among other things,
the writer accused the organization of making a pact with the “infidels”, spoke out against the

7

https://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=02021501 (Arabic).
http://www.tawhed.ws/r?i=10021501 (Arabic).
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Caliphate, and welcomed the Islamic State’s victories in Iraq but without mentioning the
organization by name.9

Oaths of Allegiance


The IS in Khorasan Province published an oath of allegiance taken by Abu Bakr, a senior member
of the Taliban in Pakistan from Bajur Province, to Sheikh Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, via the leader of
the Islamic State’s branch in Khorasan, Hafiz Saeed Khan.10



Dagestan Province of the Islamic Caucasus Emirate published a video documenting the oath of
allegiance taken by the leader of Dagestan Province, SaidAbu Muhammad al-Arakani, to the
leader of the Islamic Caucasus Emirate, Ali Abu Muhammad al-Daghestani. In addition to the
oath of allegiance, al-Arakani harshly criticized the mujahideen in the Caucasus for swearing
allegiance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and he called on them to retract their oath on the grounds
that this trend is causing division among the ranks of the mujahideen and serving the interests
of the enemy. According to him, jihadists in the Caucasus must swear allegiance only to the
Islamic Caucasus Emirate.11

Said Abu Muhammad al-Arakani

Promoting the Myth of the Martyr


Al-Malahem jihadist media institution, which is affiliated with AQAP, published an audio clip by
Sheikh Harith al-Nadhari, a member of the organization’s Shura Council, in which he eulogized

9

http://www.shabakataljahad.org/vb (Arabic).
http://justpaste.it/bajaurbait (Arabic).
11
http://vdagestan.com/ar (Arabic).
10
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Sheikh Muhammad al-Zawahi, the leader of Ansar al-Sharia. He praised al-Zawahi’sworkfor the
sake of God’s rule and his perseverance in the face of the oppression by Gaddafi’s regime. In
addition, he noted that Libya is forced to cope with plots by the West to weaken Islam and that
the battle in Libya is between Islam and Western infidel forces trying to re-conquer Libya. In
addition, he vowed that supporters of General Khalifa will go to hell and will be at a
disadvantage.12 AQIM also published a eulogy in memory of al-Zawahi.13


Sheikh Harith al-Nadhari, a senior member of AQAP, a member ofits Shura Council and a
prominent representative of the organization in its official videos, was killed in Shabwa Province
together with three other militants in a drone strike on January 31, 2015. The organization
published an official announcement of his death on February 5, 2015. As a result of al-Nadhari’s
death, many jihadist organizations - especially AQAP - eulogized him and described his good
traits and contributions to the jihad effort against the enemies of Islam. According to AQAP, alNadhari was known as an impressive figure who continuously acted for the good of Muslims,
and that the Houthis were responsible for his death due to their collaboration with the
Americans. Sheikh Ibrahim bin Sulayman al-Rubaysh, the mufti of AQAP, also eulogized alNadhari but emphasized the importance of the Muslim Nation’s devotion to the fulfilment of
the commandment for jihadand the role of religious scholars in carrying out publicity for the
sake of jihad.14
Various jihadist organizations also eulogized al-Nadhari and called for attacks against American
targets in revenge for his killing. Among these organizations were various affiliates of Al-Qaeda
– AQIM,15 Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen,16 Al-Nusra Front in Syria,17 Al-Qaeda in the Indian
Subcontinent18 - and other jihadist organizations, including Dagestan Province of the Islamic
Caucasus Emirate,19 Ansar al-Din in Syria,20 Ansar al-Islam in Iraq,21Jaysh al-Ummah (Army of the

12

https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
14
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
15
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
16
https://alfidaa.org/vb (Arabic).
17
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
18
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
19
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
20
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
13
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Nation), a Palestinian Salafi-jihadist organization,22 Ansar al-Furqan, a Salafi-jihadist organization
in Balochistan,23 and more.

From left to right: a eulogy by al-Rubaysh; the banner produced by the Somali Al-Shabab alMujahideen in memory of al-Nadhari

Magazines


In the beginning of February 2015, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan published the February
issue of the Urdu-language magazine, Nawai Afghan Jihad,24 and issue no. 106 of the magazine,
Al-Somood, which is affiliated with the Taliban in Afghanistan. The magazine issue covered
various topics, including: articles criticizing the United States, an article regarding the tarnished
image of the mujahideen in the media, an article regarding the West’s attempt to secularize the
Afghan nation, and a statistical report on the organization’s activities in Afghanistan, divide by
province, for the months December 2014-January 2015.25 The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan
also published issue no. 36 of the Urdu-language magazine, Shariat, for the month of February
2015.26

21

https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
http://justpaste.it/HarithNadari
23
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).
24
http://nawaiafghan.blogspot.co.il/2015/02/blog-post.html
25
https://ia902706.us.archive.org/26/items/alsomod106/106.pdf
26
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6RAeR3CdJP3Zl90RGN3RFo4eEU/view
22
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From left to right: the banners of Shariat, Nawai Afghan Jihad, and Al-Somood magazines



Al-Hayat jihadist media institution, which is affiliated with the IS, published issue no. 7 (83 pp.)
of the English-language jihadist magazine, DABIQ, which included remarks against the
demonstrations in Paris against the attacks on the Charlie Hebdo magazine that published
caricatures of the Prophet Muhammad and the Jewish supermarket in the city. 27 It included an
interview with the widow of Amedy Coulibaly who, according to the magazine, managed to flee
France. In the interview, she spoke about her husband and called on Muslim men and women
to adhere to the Quran and the Sunnah.28 Another article addressed Amedy Coulibaly’s
character, and described him as heroic and a role model for Muslims.29

The banner of the issue of DABIQ

27

https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
http://www.shabakataljahad.com/vb (Arabic).
29
DABIQ, Issue 7, 12.2.15., pp.68-71.
28
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Reports from the Field
Afghanistan-Pakistan
Since the terrorist attack by the Taliban against the school in Peshawar, Pakistan, Afghan
forces have increased their military operations against the organization’s bases along the
Afghanistan-Pakistan border. On the other hand, militants from the Taliban in Afghanistan
continued to carry out terrorist attacks against Afghan security forces. In a terrorist attack carried
out by members of the organization in the beginning of February at a police station in southern
Kandahar, 11 police officers were killed.30 In general, the Taliban’s power was considerably
strengthened following the return of its militants to Kunar Province since the retreat of coalition
forces from the province last year.31
Against the backdrop of the poor security situation in the country, the Chinese government
offered to mediate between the Afghan government and the Taliban in Afghanistan in order to
create a peace agreement to bring stability to Afghanistan. This initiative was positively welcomed
by the US government.32In addition, the US government considered slowing the rate of withdrawal
of US troops from Afghanistan until the beginning of 2017 in the hopes that security stability would
return to the country by then.33
Tensions also continued in Pakistan between the Taliban in Pakistan and the Pakistani
government. In the framework of its efforts to de-stabilize security in the country by damaging the
relationships between the various ethnic and religious groups in Pakistan, the organization carried
out a suicide attack at a Shi’ite mosque in Peshawar, in northwest Pakistan, in which 19 people were
killed. Taliban spokesman, Muhammad Khorasani, explained that the attack was in revenge for the
execution of a member of the organization named Mohammed Aqeel by the Pakistani regime on
December 19, 2014.34Meanwhile, the IS continued to expand its power in Khorasan Province (in the
Pakistan-Afghanistan region) thanks to the joining of various jihadists to the ranks of the

30

http://www.latimes.com/world/afghanistan-pakistan/la-fg-afghan-police-insider-attack-20150202story.html (English).
31
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2015/01/taliban-comeback-150128092123970.html
32
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/02/12/us-pakistan-china-idUSKBN0LG1UP20150212 (English).
33
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/white-house-weighs-adjusting-afghan-exit-planto-keep-more-troops-in-2015/2015/02/10/9cb0b73a-b156-11e4-827f-93f454140e2b_story.html (English).
34
http://edition.cnn.com/2015/02/13/world/pakistan-violence (English).
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organization, including defectors from the Taliban in Pakistan. In the beginning of February 2015,
the organization announced the defection of a senior leader of the Taliban in Pakistan in Bajur who
had left to join the IS.35 Nevertheless, the organization suffered a blow with the death of the “Islamic
State leader in Khorasan Province” in southern Afghanistan, by a US air strike. Mullah Abdul
Rauf Khadim, who was appointed Deputy Governor of the province in January 2015, formerly served
as a senior leader of the Taliban and had been imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay. 36

The leadership of the Islamic State in Khorasan Province37

The Arabian Peninsula
Yemen continued to deteriorate into civil war and its various institutions continued to
collapse. The control of the Iranian-backed Houthis over Sana’a, the capital of Yemen, and provinces
in the west of the country aroused opposition and antagonism on the part of many Sunni tribes in
the country. The declaration by Houthi rebels of their control over the country, the dissolution of the
Parliament and the establishment of a temporary legislative assembly only served to increase the
feelings of animosity towards the Houthis. As a result of this declaration and the deteriorating
security situation in the country, the US and Britain announced the closing of their embassies in
Yemen, which led the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC) to accuse Houthi
35

http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2015/02/pakistani_taliban_em.php
36
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2015/02/us_kills_islamic_sta_1.php
37
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2015/02/pakistani_taliban_em.php
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rebels of causing a revolution in Yemen.
Against the backdrop of this escalation, it seemed that AQAP was gaining power and
expanding its influence due to the common interest base between AQAP and Sunni tribes in the
country. Tribal leaders in the southern and eastern provinces in Yemen have begun to arm their
people in order to confront this danger and some of them have even turned to Al-Qaeda to help
them block the Houthi advance.
Another development in the Yemen arena concerned the Islamic State’s penetration of the
country as demonstrated by the oath of allegiance taken by a group of fighters in Yemen to the
Caliph, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.38

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula


The jihadist media institution of AQAP, Al-Malahem, published the following:
o A book titled, “Banu Tamim” (125 pp.) by Sheikh Hamd bin Hamud al-‘Uthman alTamimi. According to the author, who belongs to the Banu Tamim tribe, a central tribe
in HadramawtProvince in Yemen, the essay was designed to promote the importance of
fulfilling the commandment to wage jihad against enemies of Islam among members of
the Tamim tribe, while highlighting the participation of tribal members in jihad wars
throughout history. Moreover, he quoted Islamic traditions that ascribe to the Tamim
tribe a central role in the war against the forces of darkness at the end of days.
Sheikh Abu Basir Nasir al-Wahishi, the leader of AQAP, wrote in the introduction to the
book that the Banu Tamim tribe was known as a key player in the region and was
credited with a significant contribution to jihad wars. He noted that, due to its deep
attachment to Islam and to the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, the tribe should be
promoted to the ranks of decision-makers in Yemen.39

38

http://www.alhayat.com/Articles/7342989/اإلسالمية-الدولة--يبايعون-اليمن-في--القاعدة--أنصار- (Arabic).
https://alfidaa.info/vb (Arabic).

39
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The banner page of the book

Iraq
According to a report by UN representatives in Iraq, 1,375 people were killed in January 2015
in the framework of the battle against the IS and as a result of violence in the country, including 790
civilians.40 Violent actions by the IS elicited violent responses. For instance, after the Islamic State’s
retreat from Yazidi-populated areas, the latter began carrying out revenge attacks against the Sunni
population in the area.41
In addition to the casualties, the country continue to suffer a serious refugee problem42
despite promises of assistance from various countries, including Japan. 43 In this context, Iraq’s
Minister of Immigration and Refugees, Jasem Muhammad, declared that his country could no longer
contain the crisis of refugees and displaced persons without international assistance. 44
Meanwhile, the IS continued to maintain control over the town of Al-Baghdadi, which is
located in western Iraq near the Al-Asad airbase, which houses 300 American soldiers45 and serves
as a target for terrorist organizations. Iraqi security sources reported a failed attempt by suicide
terrorists wearing explosive belts to penetrate and attack the base.46
Against the backdrop of the declaration by John Allen, Special Presidential Envoy for the

40

http://goo.gl/m7cXvh
http://goo.gl/2r465d
42
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Global Coalition to Counter ISIL, regarding the ground combat battle in Iraq,47Iraqi Foreign
Minister,Ibrahim al-Jaafari, denied that his country needed military ground support in order to
defeat the IS.48

The Islamic State


The jihadist media institution of the IS, Al-Furqan, published a video titled, “Healing the
Believers’ Chest”, which documented the execution of the Jordanian pilot, Muaz al-Kasasbeh, by
burning inside a cage.49



On February 4, 2015 the Islamic State’s General Security Bureau published an announcement
that the organization’s Shura Council had decided to offer a monetary prize to anyone who kills
a Jordanian pilot or injures him in a way that prevents him from flying or functioning in the
framework of the Crusader coalition against Muslims in IS territory. The amount of the prize will
be 100 gold dinar to be given to the winner in IS currency or any other currency of equal value
preferred by the winner. The announcement also published a list of names of Jordanian pilots,
their ranks, addresses and other details about them in order to make it easier to find and kill
them. It also stated that the IS would do everything possible to reach the Jordanian pilots and
attack them.50

The logo of the Islamic State’s General Security Bureau
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The jihadist media institution of the IS, Al-‘Itisam, published a video documenting battles
between IS fighters and Shi’ite militias in the city of Baiji. The video included documentation of
several suicide attacks by terrorists driving cars into enemy forces. Other fighters who took part
in the fighting in Baiji stated that their goal was to reach the cities of Najaf and Karbalain order
to kill their Shi’ite residents. Other fighters claimed that, despite the claims of the Iraqi
government to the contrary, IS fighters had managed to take control of Baiji. The end of the
video showed fighters executing Shi’ites among the Al-Hashd al-Sh‘abi (Popular Mobilization
Forces), an umbrella organization mostly composed of Shi’ite militias supported by the Iraqi
government and designated to fight against the Islamic State.51

The Islamic State – Diyala Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Diyala Province published the following:
o A video documenting a massacre that was carried by Shi’ite militias against Sunni
residents in Diyala Province. The end of the video showed IS fighters executing Shi’ites
by shooting in retaliation for the massacre.52
o A video showing a lesson on shari’a by an IS militant on the front line.53
o A video documenting the killing of a convoy of the Iraqi army and Shi’ite militias in AlDhabitiyya.54
o Filmed documentation of physical and military training by members of the organization
in Diyala Province.55

The banner of the publication
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The Islamic State – Kirkuk Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Kirkuk Province published the following:
o A filmed review of an attack against Kurdish Peshmerga forces. The photos documented
the shooting of rockets at Peshmerga camps after which IS militants (one of them of
Jordanian origin) invaded the camps. The filmed review combined photos of Peshmerga
fighters who were killed or captured as well as the vehicles that were taken as plunder. 56
Another filmed review showed the shooting of mortar bombs (120 and 81 mm.) at
Peshmerga forces in the area of Taza.57
o A video in Kurdish (including a translation into Arabic) about Peshmerga fighters who
were captured by the organization. The video documented approximately 20 people,
presented as senior Peshmerga members, locked in cages and interviewed in Kurdish by
a member of the IS. In these interviews, the captives called on Peshmerga leaders and
members to end their fight against the IS and end their collaboration with the “Jews and
Crusaders”. The video later showed the captives being led through Kirkuk in metal cages
to the cheers of residents. The end of the video showed photographs and details about
all of the captives ahead of their executions.58

Peshmerga captives being led around Kirkuk Province in metal cages
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o A filed review of a shari’a institute that was established in the province. The photos
showed approximately 30 activists during their studies in the institute’s classrooms and
as they toured the city, armed, in order to enforce the Islamic imperative “to promote
virtue and prevent vice”.59
o A video documenting sniper fire at a Peshmerga fighter in Dakuk in the province.60

The Islamic State – Saladin Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Saladin Province published the following:
o A filmed review of a suicide attack that was carried out by a French activist called Abu
Talha. According to the review, the attack was carried out against a post of Shi’ite
militias near Camp Speicher, which serves as an Iraqi army base. The review did not
provide details about those killed or injured in the attack.61
o A filmed review of a suicide attack that was carried out by an Uzbek activist named Abu
Ja’far. The attack was carried out using an explosives-laden truck against a group of Iraqi
army forces near the city of Baiji.62
o A video about the downing of an Iraqi army drone northeast of the city of Samaraa. 63
o A video regarding the support of IS members in the province for the oath of allegiance
taken by Khorasan Province to the IS.64

The Islamic State – Nineveh Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Nineveh Province published the following:
o

A video documenting an attack against targets belonging to the Shi’ite Popular
Mobilization Forces and Kurdish Peshmerga forces. Among other things, the video
showed an aerial photo of the targets using a “flying camera”, a speech to enflame the
fighters before they embarked on their operation, and the “softening of targets” with
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artillery fire. During the attack itself, which included machine gun fire from vehicles and
light weapons fire, militants were forced to cross the river by boat and dismantle
roadblocks that were placed there. The end of the video showed army vehicles that
were taken as plunder by members of the organization.65

IS militants in Nineveh Province with a Shi’ite captive

o An announcement warning Jordan not to harm the female terrorist, Sajida al-Rishawi,
who the Kingdom threatened to execute if the IS harmed the captive Jordanian pilot,
Muaz al-Kasasbeh. In the announcement that was published, the IS threatened the
“infidel tyrant Abdullah” and called on him not to harm the prisoner lest it bring the
battle to the heart of Amman and summon the end of his kingdom.66
o A filmed review of the stoning execution of a man accused of adultery.67

An execution, by stoning, as punishment for forbidden sexual relations
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o A filmed review of a standard hijab sewing factory that meets IS requirements. The
review showed factory workers wearing gloves and a hijab from head-to-toe. The hijab
robes were distributed for free by members of the Hisba Bureau, the body responsible
for maintaining public morality in Mosul.68
o A filmed review of three thieves having their hands cut off for stealing money and gold
jewellery from their relatives. The review showed the judgement being carried out in
public, and emphasized the fact that it was carried out in the presence of a qualified
doctor and that the accused were taken to the hospital afterwards in order to prevent
the development of complications.69

Thieves getting their hands cut off in Nineveh Province

o

A filmed review of the distribution of food to those in need of zakat.70

o

A filmed review of the destruction and explosion of a Shi’ite structure due to the Islamic
State’sdesignation of it as an expression of polytheism.71
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An IS activist explaining the importance of destroying the structure as part of purifying Islam of polytheism
o

A filmed review containing interviews with residents of Nineveh Province who expressed
joy over the burning of the Jordanian pilot after watching a video showing him being
burned todeath in a cage.72

o

A filmed review of road paving and sidewalk renovations in Nineveh Province.73

o

A video documenting the execution of a cell of Al-Hashd al-Sh‘abi (Popular Mobilization
Forces), an umbrella organization composed mostly of Shi’ite militias sponsored by the
Iraqi government and designated to fight against members of the IS. An IS activist noted
that IS intelligence agencies had managed to discover the cell.74

A photo of one of the cell members with identifying information before his execution

The Islamic State – Al-Janub Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Janub Province published the following:
o A filmed review of a raid on an Iraqi army brigade and three posts in the area of Zawba’.
The review showed some of the attacks being carried out with RPG rockets and light
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weapons. In addition, it displayed the corpses of soldiers who were killed and the
captives taken by the organization in addition to the loot plundered, which included
weapons, documents and two-way radios.75 Another filmed review showed the
execution of two captured soldiers in front of a crowd of young people and children.76

A Shi’ite soldier being held captive by the IS in Al-Janub Province

o A filmed review of the distribution of bags of flour, oil and food products to residents of
Zawba’.77

The Islamic State – Al-Faluja Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Faluja Province published the following:
o A video that included detailed statistical data regarding the Islamic State’s military
operations in Al-Faluja Province. This data included the use of various types of weapons,
assassinations, ambushes, suicide attacks, raid of buildings and explosions, the results of
the operations and the loot plundered during the operations.78
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Pages from the filmed presentation

o A video documenting entertainment for residents of the province, including both
children and adults, such as musical chairs and quizzes.79

The Islamic State – Al-Anbar Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Anbar Province published the following:
o A video documenting the purification and killing of enemies of the IS in Al-Ramadi in AlAnbar Province.80

Al-Sham [The Levant]
Syria
Coalition forces continued to attack in Syria. According to reports by the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights (SOHR), approximately 30 IS fighters were killed in US air strikes against sites,
warehouses and vehicles belonging to the organization near the city of Raqqa. 81 In addition to the
air strikes, attacks by Syrian army forces and Hezbollah continued against militants in Dar'a and
Quneitra.82
In the political arena, Staffan de Mistura, the UN envoy to Syria, claimed that Assad was part of
the solution to the crisis in the country. He gave a speech in which he explained that a political
solution must be found and that the IS could not continue to exploit the chaos in the country for its
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needs.83Meanwhile, Syrian Foreign Minister, Walid Muallem, announced that his country would not
allow any foreign forces to violate its sovereignty and that Syria did not need help from foreign
ground forces in order to fight against the organization.84
At the same time as the general collapse in the country, analysts pointed to the weakening of
the Syrian economy, which was on the brink of collapse. The war and the decline in production has
led to a difficult economic situation that culminated with the value of the dollar reaching 230 Syrian
lira.85

Al-Nusra Front


During the first half of February 2015, the jihadist media institution of Al-Nusra Front in Syria,
Al-Manarah al-Bayda, published the following:
o A video reviewing market life in the city of Maarrat al-Nu‘man, in northeast Syria, one
month after the liberation of the Wadi al-Dhayf army base. The video included
interviews with buyers and sellers in the market who express satisfaction in front of the
cameras with life under IS rule. At the end of the video, an Al-Nusra Front member
discussed managing a normal economic life under the IS, as indicated by the Maarrat alNu‘man market.86
o A filmed interview with residents in Aleppo regarding the discriminatory and offensive
treatment towards residents by members of the Hazzm Movement, a group of Syrian
rebels embroiled in conflict with Al-Nusra Front and considered moderate by several
Western elements.87
o A claim of responsibility for a bus bombing in Al-Kalasa District in the heart of capital,
Damascus. According to the announcement, a member of Al-Nusra Front blew himself
up using an explosive belt beside a bus carrying Lebanese civilians that had arrived in
Syria in order to visit holy Shi’ite sites. The announcement explained that the operation
was carried out in revenge for attacks by Iran and Hezbollah against Sunnis in Syria and
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Lebanon. At least six people were killed in the attack. 88
o An announcement in response to a statement published by the Ajnad al-Sham Islamic
Union, an umbrella organization composed of several Islamist militias operating in Syria.
The announcement included reference to the tension and rivalry between Al-Nusra
Front and the Islamic Union in the town of Arbin. Among other things, the Front denied
the attempted assassination of Sheikh Abu Na'im Ya'qub and rejected accusations
according to which it had declared the mujahideen and civilians in the area to be
infidels.89
o A 48-minute video titled, “The Path to Survival in the Face of Conspiracies”, which
documented operations carried out by Al-Nusra Front against regime forces in northern
Syria (Idlib Province) and southern Syria (Dar'a and Quneitra Provinces).
The video opened with footage from the organization’s communication net in which the
leader of Al-Nusra Front, Abu Muhammad al-Julani, held a conversation with a fighter
called Abu al-Zubayr al-Hamawi before he embarked on a suicide attack. In the
conversation, al-Julani promised al-Hamawi that his blood would not be spilled in vain
but rather would lead to the application of shari’a and the raising of the flag of Islam
over the land of Al-Sham. According to the video, al-Hamawi commanded a group of
fighters who infiltrated the building in Idlib Province and killed dozens of Syrian army
soldiers. Highlights from the video included:
-

A display of the training by the “Storm Warriors” Battalion90 in Eastern
Ghouta in the framework of preparations for an operation in Harasta, a
suburb of Damascus and one of the main routes into the city. The operation
included the movement of militants through a tunnel that took several
months to dig, as well as artillery fire. Among the targets attacked was an
aerial intelligence structure.

-

Criticism against the UN and its envoy to Syria, Staffan de Mistura, who it
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presented as an Assad supporter and collaborator. Criticism was also directed
at the UN Security Council, which declared Al-Nusra Front to be a terrorist
organization. Criticism against the UN and the US also came from Abu Firas
al-Suri, a senior member of the organization who also served as its
spokesman.
-

A review of Al-Nusra Front’s advancement and victories against Assad’s
forces inDar'a and Quneitra Provinces in southern Syria using computerized
maps. Among other things, the review showed a joint operations room for
Syria and Russia that contained maps and diagrams in Russian.

-

A review of victories in Wadi Deif and al-Hamadiyah, Syrian army bases in
Idlib Province over which Al-Nusra Front managed to seize control.

The video ended with a very brief clip from an old recording by Ayman al-Zawahiri in
which he called on the Muslim Nation to support the mujahideen and encouraged the
mujahideen themselves to unite under the doctrine of the oneness of God (“AlTawhid”).91
o A video regarding the discovery of a cell of spies working for the Syrian regime in Bayt
Sahim, in Damascus.
o A condemnation of anyone who tried to interfere with the jihad effort in Syria by
planting roadside charges and car bombs in the area of Wadi Bardi. In light of this, the
message threatened that if those responsible do not turn themselves in quickly to one of
the courts, they will be punished accordingly.92

The Islamic State – Aleppo


Al-Hayat jihadist media institution, which serves as the media wing of the IS, published a video
titled, “From inside Halab (Aleppo)”. The video presented a pastoral picture of daily life in
Aleppo, narrated by kidnapped journalist, John Cantlie, who has been held captive by the
organization for two years. In the video, Cantlie toured the streets of Aleppo and stated that in
contrast to Western claims and criticism of the poor functioning and management of life in
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Aleppo, such as those raised in the British newspaper The Guardian, the IS succeeded in
providing residents with personal and economic security, and enabled them to lead normal
routine lives. For example, he pointed to the agricultural lands under the organization’s control
that yield rich harvests, abundant water, lively markets and more.93

The publication banner



The media wing of the Islamic State in Aleppo published the following:
o A video titled, “I am Penitent 2: Two Penitent People Give Testimony about Their Former
Factions”. In the video, former members of the Islamic State’s rival organizations, such
as Al-Nusra Front in Syria and Ahrar al-Sham, testify as to their process of disillusionment
and recognition that they had joinedorganizations that followed an incorrect and
distorted path until they saw the light and left those rogue factions.94
o Documentation of the punishment of Muslims who committed various crimes, such as
theft, in accordance with shari’a.95
o A video that focused on a group of fighters on the front line who stated that they were
waging jihad against Shi’ites, Crusaders, Kurds and Turks. According to them, Arab
regimes had sinned in collaborating with Crusader forces in the war against Muslims in
Muslims lands.96

The Islamic State – Al-Khayr (formerly Deir Ezzor) Province
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The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Khayr (formerly Deir Ezzor) Province published the
following:
o A video documentingthe Islamic State’s “service (providing) staff” carrying out
renovations and repairs on a road in Al-'Abasiyyaillage in the province.97
o A video documenting the opening of schools in their new academic format. The video
included an interview with IS educators regarding the importance of the new curriculum.
According to an IS member, the new curriculum will focus on shari’a studies, Quran
studies, mathematics, Arabic, English and other languages, gymnastics, and more.
According to him, the teaching staff is especially trained for this task.98
o A video documenting the execution of an Alawite soldier by an IS member. The
execution followed an interview with the soldier in which he spoke about his job in the
Syrian army. The IS militant threatened that Syrian army soldiers should watch their
backs and demanded that they end their war against the IS.

An Alawite soldier about to be executed by a member of the IS

o A video documenting the angry reactions of residents of the province to the shelling by
coalition forces to which they are exposed. According to the residents, most of those
killed have been poor, hungry civilians.99

The Islamic State –Al-Raqqah Province
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The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Raqqah Province published the following:
o A video titled, “Harvest of the Apostates”, which contained confessions by three
Alawites who were accused of spying for the Syrian regime and of collaborating with
army forces at the Taqba airbase, which was under siege by the IS at the time.100 After
the confessions were recorded, the three men were taken to an open space and
executed by beheading. Two of the militants in the video appeared to be Australians,
Khaled Sharrouf and Mohamed Elomar, who had joined the ranks of the organization in
2013.101

The execution of a man accused of spying in Al-Raqqa Province

o A video titled, “The Demolition of Idols”, which explained the development of the
popular tradition of visiting grave while lighting candles and holding prayers at the
gravesite, which the speaker claimed is against Islam. The video documented members
of Hisba (the Islamic institution charged with maintaining public and moral order waging
a campaign of smashing Shi’ites graves and mosques in order to prevent “the worship of
idols”.102
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The smashing of graves in Al-Raqqah Province in order to prevent “the worship of idols”

o A filmed review of the execution of a man, by throwing him off of a building, who was
accused of having homosexual sex103and another execution, by beheading, of a man
accused of witchcraft.104

A man being thrown off a building to his death as punishment for having homosexual sex

o A video documenting the discovery and elimination of a cell of rebel forces that fought
against the IS. Before they were killed, members of the cell were interviewed and
reported that they were sent to spy on the IS in exchange for a monetary bribe.105
o Filmed interviews with residents of Al-Raqqa Province in which they expressed joy over
the burning of the Jordanian pilot after watching a video of him being burned to death in
a cage. Everyone noted that the punishment was justified.106
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o An announcement of the death of American civilian, Kayla Jean Mueller, who was being
held captive by the IS in the province, as a result of a bombing by Jordanian planes. 107
Mueller was captured by IS militants together with her Syrian friend in Aleppo in August
2013. The IS demanded a ransom in the amount of 6.6 million dollars for her release and
in 2014 it released a video in which she begged for her life. Jordan itself denied the
reports of her death, as did the US government.108
o Footage of the Al-Imam al-Bukhari Institute for Quran, Hadith and Arabic Studies in Tal
Abyadh in Al-Raqqa. According to one activist, the institute’s students are the children of
martyrs or of local and foreign fighters. One of the children, for example, said that he
had arrived with his parents from Belgium.109
o A video documenting the reconciliation between two tribes, after the member of one
tribe killed a member of the second tribe, following mediation by the IS in order to
prevent a cycle of revenge between the two tribes.110

The Islamic State – Damascus


The media wing of the IS in Damascus published the following:
o A video documenting the execution of a man named Hussein Hurani, who was identified
as a member of Jaysh al-Islam and accused of “betraying the mujahideen”. The video
included a confession in which Hurani admitted to having betrayed 15 IS fighters who he
had turned over to Zahran Alloush, a Jaysh al-Islam commander. At the end of the video,
Hurani was executed by shooting.111

The Islamic State – Homs Province


The media wing of the IS in Homs Province published the following:
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o A video reviewing the efforts of the organization’s Islamic police operating in Homs
Province to put an end to the armed conflict that broke out between two tribes
following a dispute and had reached the point of murder. According to the video, the
Islamic Police managed to stop the carnage, arrest those involved and put them on trial,
and take the weapons from both tribes. The killer himself was put on trial before an IS
kadi (judge). According to the verdict, a reconciliation meeting was held between
representatives of both tribes and resulted in agreement by both sides after the killer’s
family agreed to pay compensation to the victim’s family.112

The video banner

o A video titled, “A Response to the Aggression of the Soldiers of Tyranny”, which
documented IS fighters firing mortars at the Iraqi army in response to the army’s
operations against members of the organization.113

The Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip
Egyptian security forces continued their large-scale operation to eradicate terror nests in the
Sinai Peninsula and took credit for several significant successes. For example, the Egyptian Air Force
killed 27 IS fighters in the Sinai Peninsula.114 In the city ofSheikh Zuweid in northern Sinai, where IS
fighters were located, five villages were purged of militants. In effect, the organization was
significantly weakened but it is still capable of carrying out terrorist attacks.
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The Islamic State in Sinai Province (formerly Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis)


The media wing of the IS in Sinai Province (formerly Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis) published the
following:
o A video titled, “Documenting the crimes of the alliance between the Jews and the
apostate army against our men in Sinai 4”. The first part of the video included
photographs of corpses of those killed in attacks attributed to the Egyptian army as well
as filmed testimonies by residents in Sinai whose homes were destroyed. The second
part of the video showed the execution and beheading of more than ten Sinai residents
who were accused of spying for the Israeli Mossad and the Egyptian army, and also
showed the shooting of two people in a car who were presented as Egyptian soldiers
wearing civilian clothes. The execution was presented as revenge for the destruction of
houses and mosques in Rafah and Sheikh Zuweid by the Egyptian army.115

The video banner

o A collection of photos titled, “Day of a Mujahid – Part One”, which documented the daily
routines of members of the Islamic State in the Sinai Peninsula.116

The publication banner
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The Maghreb [North Africa]
The slaughter of 21 Coptic workers in Libya triggered many echoes in the global and
Egyptian media. As a result of the incident, authorities in Egypt declared that they would “respond
with force” against the IS in Libya.117 Italy, which is concerned about the growing terrorism in Libya,
also announced its willingness to collaborate with the UN to fight terrorism in the
country.118Meanwhile, violent clashes continued between the Libyan army and Fajr Libya forces.
Exchanges of fire took place mainly near the city of Zawiya and in the southern suburbs of the
capital, Tripoli. In battles that took place in the eastern parts of the country, the Libyan National
Army managed to re-take control of the port in the city of Benghazi. 119
In Tunisia and Morocco, the fight against terrorism continued with arrests and diplomatic
operations. On February 7, 2015 senior Tunisian officials announced the arrest of 32 Islamist
militants (including several who had returned from Syria) who were planning to attack critical
facilities in the country. According to the announcement by the Interior Ministry, the militants
belonged to the Uqba ibn Nafi Brigade.120On the diplomatic front, the President of Tunisia, Beji Caid
Essebsi, visited Algeria in order to meet with his counterpart, Abdelaziz Bouteflika, to discuss
security cooperation between the two countries.121
The King of Morocco announced the formulation of an agreement between the justice
ministers of Morocco and France and emphasized – following a meeting with President François
Hollande – the cooperation between the two countries in order to “fight against all types of
terrorism”.122 On the legal front, a court in the city of Salé, near Rabat, convicted eight militants
who were accused of involvement in terrorism, including one Frenchman. 123
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Libya


The jihadist media institution of the IS, Al-Hayat, published a video titled, “A Message Signed in
Blood to the Nation of the Cross”, which documented the execution of 21 Coptic Christians who
had arrived from Egypt to work in Libya and were kidnapped from the city of Sirte at the end of
December 2014. In the video, an English-speaking militant accused the West of dumping the
body of Osama bin Laden in the sea and then gave the sign to behead the captives. The video
then showed the sea water red with blood after the executions. The video ended with a
message by the same militant who threatened that the IS would go on to conquer Rome. 124

A mass beheading on the shore in Libya

The Islamic State in Tripoli


The IS in Tripoli published the following:
o A filmed review of the repentance of 42 Interior Ministry employees as they declared
their repentance before a crowd and through a declaration form designed for that
purpose.125
o A filmed review of a conference organized by the “dawah office” in the province before
an audience of adults and youth.126
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The Islamic State in Barqa Province


The IS in Barqa Province published the following:
o A filmed review of a suicide attack in the Al-Laythi district of Benghazi. The photos
showed a militant namedKhattab al-Ansari driving a car laden with explosives and
detonating it near a post of the “tyrant’s army”, seemingly referring to Libyan General
Khalifa Haftar, which operates against Islamist groups in the country.127

Explosive material in a car bomb that was used in a suicide attack in the city of Benghazi

o A filmed review of the activities of one of the Islamic courts operating in the province.
The photos showed several youth with blurred faces as they were given lashes as
punishment for consuming alcohol.128
o A filmed review of a military parade in the town of Nawfaliyah, which is located between
Tripoli in the west and Benghazi in the east. The photos showed gunmen riding in dozens
of vehicles and being welcomed by local residents.129

A military parade in the town of Nawfaliyah
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Ansar al-Sharia in Libya


Ansar al-Sharia in Libya published a video about the establishment of the organization’s Islamic
police to maintain public order in the city of Benghazi. An Islamic police officer noted at the end
of the video that purpose of the police is to guarantee the security of residents and to enforce
shari’a.130

Photos of the Islamic Police in Benghazi

Egypt
Ajnad Misr


Al-Kinana jihadist media institution, which serves as the media wing for Ajnad Misr, published
the following:
o An article titled, “Devotion” by M. Hadi al-Misri, a member of the organization’s Shari’a
Council, in which he distinguished between devotion to God as expressed in, among
other things, the desire to impose his laws, and between the desire to take revenge on
an oppressive ruler who subjugates the weak.131
o A video titled, “Who Will Be the Next Victim?” which presented Egyptian security forces
as indiscriminately killing Egyptian civilians. Later, the video showed a clip in which the
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leader of the organization, Majd al-Din al-Misri, noted that Islam commands one to fight
against injustice and to defend the religion.132

Nigeria
The fight against Boko Haram took a positive turn as a result of the decision by the African
Union to establish a regional force tasked with defeating the organization and preventing it from
establishing an Islamic caliphate in northeast Nigeria. The decision was made following a three-day
conference in Yaoundé, the capital of Cameroon. The regional force is to be composed of five
countries and will appoint 7,500 soldiers from Nigeria and neighboring Chad, Cameroon, Benin and
Niger. The establishment of the international force is expected to be made possible as a result of the
change in position taken by Nigeria, which was at first opposed to the step as it claimed that it could
cope with Boko Haram on its own but then succumbed to pressure. The source of funding for the
international force is still in disagreement as the African countries want the UN and EU to financially
support the operation.133
Boko Haram responded to the decision by escalating the security situation with a terrorist
attack against the town of Fotokol, which is in Cameroon territory near the border with Nigeria.
During the attack, they shot or burned to death approximately 900 civilians and injured 500 others.
However, the attack was stopped by soldiers from Cameroon and Chad. 134Meanwhile, Boko Haram
militants invaded the town of Gombe in northeast Nigeria and called on residents to boycott the
elections in Nigeria. The escalation was also indicated by the first terrorist attack on Chad soil in
which Boko Haram militants attacked a village next to the shore of Lake Chad. Alongside this
escalation, the Nigerian army continued its military ground and air operation against the
organization in the framework of which they attacked camps in Galda forest, which is considered
the organization’s central base for attacking neighboring regions. 135
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Assembly of the Helpers of Sunnah for Dawah and Jihad (“Jamaat Ansar al-Sunnah” - formerly
Boko Haram)


During the first half of February 2015, the Assembly of the Helpers of Sunnah for Dawah and
Jihad (“Jamaat Ansar al-Sunnah” - formerly Boko Haram) published the following:
o A video containing a threatening message from Abubakar Shekau, the leader of the
organization, to the leaders of African countries and especially to Idris Deby, the
President of Chad, criticizing them for establishing a coalition designed to fight against
the organization. He emphasized that “Your alliance will not achieve anything. Amass all
your weapons and face us. We welcome you”.Shekau ridiculed the establishment of this
force by stating: “You send 7,000 troops? Why don’t you send 70 million? This is small.
Only 7,000? By Allah, it is small. We can seize them one-by-one.” In addition, Shekau
vowed to carry out severe attacks against Niger due to its support for Nigeria. He denied
that the Nigerian army had driven out members of the organization from the city of
Damaturu, the capital of Yobe Province in northeast Nigeria, and noted that his men had
moved to another area willingly.136

Shekau threatening the African coalition countries participating in the battle against his organization

o A video titled, “Implementation of Islam’s Shari’a in the Islamic State in Africa”. The first
part of the video opened with a short historical review, according to which a prominent
Sufi leader named Usman dan Fodio had waged a war of jihad against the colonial
occupation in Africa during the years 1804-1808, which resulted in glowing victories for
136
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Muslims. According to the organization, a similar war of jihad is expected against the
Crusaders and the Zionists. The second part of the video documented the application of
punishments in accordance with shari’a, such as the lashing of a Muslim 40 times for
drinking wine and the stoning of a Muslim after which he was buried in the sand with his
head sticking out. The third part of the video documented a convoy of cars belonging to
the organization amid shouts of joy. In the fourth part of the video, a senior member of
the organization called for jihad against infidels and the enemies of Islam. 137
o A video documenting military operations and attacks that were carried out by members
of the organization against Nigerian security forces. For example, it showed the loot,
including weapons and vehicles, plundered by the militants.138


The organization’s jihadist media institution, Al-‘Urwa al-Wuthqa, published a condemnation of
Chad’s fight against the organization. The organization noted that it never fought against Chad
but that it was planning to change that as a result of Chad’s military interference in the
territories under the organization’s control, and that it was now focusing efforts on attacking
Chad’s security forces: “We are ready to move our battle from Nigeria to Chad […] so the people
in Chad should know that we do not intend to harm them so they should not be deceived by the
Chadian government that frightens them. Our target is the Chadian army […]”. It also stated
that the organization would also act against the government of Niger due to its part in the war
against the organization. Finally, the organization emphasized that it intends to liberate Nigeria
from Christian rule and to implement shari'a in the country.139

Vanguard for the Protection of Muslims in Black Lands (“Jama‘at Ansar al-Muslimin fi Bilad alSudan”)


Al-Hidayya jihadist media institution of the Vanguard for the Protection of Muslims in Black
Lands, a Salafi-jihadist organization in Nigeria, published a video criticizing the Nigerian regime
and army for using force and oppression against the Muslim population in the country, including
the kidnapping, burning and killing of Muslims. The group emphasized that its goal is to act
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against the Nigerian army in order to prevent the repetition of such crimes against the Muslim
civilian population in Nigeria.140

Somalia
In the Somali arena, relative quiet was maintained although it wastempered by low-intensity
acts of terrorism by Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen. These acts of terrorism were mainly manifested in
the assassinations of Somali government officials and members of Parliament. In 2014 members of
the movement killed four members of the Somali Parliament, and in the beginning of February 2015
they killed a Somali lawmaker in the capital city of Mogadishu. According to Al-Shabab, members of
the Somali Parliament are considered a legitimate target for killing or kidnapping since they allowed
foreign forces to enter Somalia, referring to the African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM)–which
is present in Somalia in order to maintain order and security stability, and to halt the strengthening
of Al-Shabab, and is composed of troops from Uganda, Burundi, Djibouti, Kenya and Ethiopia.141
It seems that the low scope of terrorist activity by Al-Shabab is due to AMISOM’s operations
against the movement and its significantly damaged leadership hierarchy. In the beginning of
February 2015, the US government announced that Abdi Nur Mahdi (aka Yusef Dheeq), a senior
leader of Al-Shabab responsible for the group’s foreign operations and intelligence security
planning, had been killed in a US drone strike on January 31, 2015. It was the third air strike against
Al-Shabab since September 2014. On September 2, 2014 a US drone strike killed Ahmed Abdi
Godane, the leader of the movement,142 and on February 7, 2015 an Al-Shabab terrorist attack
against a military base in Bosaso was thwarted. Several Al-Shabab militants were killed and several
were captured by the security forces of Puntland, an autonomous state in Somalia.143

Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen
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The jihadist media institution of Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen, Al-Kataib, published the following:
o A video documenting the daily life of militants in the Lower Shabelle region. The video
showed militants during moments of relaxation and leisure with the group (for example,
during a communal meal, bathing in the river, or group Quran studies) in an attempt to
present the life of the mujahideen as a stable life of well-being, comfort and tranquillity
in contrast to the infidels who suffer from “stress and mental health problems”. In
addition, the video documented an ambush and attack by Al-Shabab militants against a
“Crusader convoy” and a military site in the town of Qoryoley.144

The presentation of the way of life of Al-Shabab militants to encourage recruitment

o A report detailing the military operations carried out by Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen during
the months of December 2014-January 2015.145

The West
The Terrorist Attacks in Paris


The Global Islamic Media Front published an announcement in support of the terrorist attacks
carried out by the Kouachi brothers against the offices of the French magazine, Charlie Hebdo,
in the beginning of January 2015 in revenge for insults to the Prophet Muhammad. According to
the announcement, the West must learn that every time it dares to disrespect the Prophet
Muhammad, and to desecrate sites holy to Islam, it will pay a heavy price.146
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The publication banner



On February 12, 2015 the IS in Saladdin Province in Iraq published a new video in which it
threatened to carry out terrorist attacks in France and Belgium using car bombs. The video
opened with reference to the January 2015 terrorist attacks in Paris and included a clip from a
speech by IS spokesman, Abu Muhammad al-Adnani. The video later showed the terrorist,
Amedy Coulibaly, who carried out the attack against the Jewish supermarket. It then showed
two gunmen of Belgian origin directing a threatening message, in the Moroccan dialect of the
French language, to France and Belgium: “Know that Islamic State soldiers are everywhere. The
nightmare has now begun, you crossed a red line when you cursed Allah’s messenger,
Muhammad, and when you cursed our beloved, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Know that we are
waiting for the moment when we will blow you up, kill you and slaughter you. The nightmare
has begun, we will show you no mercy. Know that Islam is our honor and without it we are not
worth anything. We will bring the flag to you. There is no God without Allah”. One of the
gunmen noted that “We are living today in a battle between truth and falsehood…between
Muslims and infidels. Muslims in France must decide which side they are on. Our knives are
thirsty for your blood”.147
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A clip from the video showing two Belgian members of the organization



IS militants in Al-Raqqah Province in Syria distributed a video threatening to attack France, in
Arabic titled, “A Message to My People – Part 3” and in French titled, “Carry out Attacks in
France” (“faites_exploser_la_france”). IS members encouraged Muslims living in France to
continue carrying out attacks against France and to carry out individual (“lone wolf”) attacks.148

The video banner



The IS in Al-Khayr (Deir Ezzor) Province in Syria published a video titled, “To the Lone Lions”,
which included interviews with members of the organization regarding the Paris attacks in the
beginning of January 2015. The French-speaking militants praised the attacks and called on
Muslims in France to emulate these attacks in every neighbourhood and every city in revenge
for France’s participation in the coalition forces against the organization. In this way, they will
be able to sow fear in their hearts. At the end of the video, one of the militants threatened that
the blood of the Jews can and will also be spilled.149
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From left to right: the video banner; an IS militants calling for more attacks of this type against France



The IS in Fallujah, Iraq, published a video titled, “Messages from Those on the Front Lines” in
which a member of the organization, speaking in French, called on Muslims living in France not
to forget the French peoples’ insult to the Prophet Muhammad. According to him, terrorist acts
and violence must continue against French civilians similar to those carried out by Mohammed
Merah, the Kouachi brothers and Amedy Coulibaly. He threatened French President, François
Hollande, and vowed that the French people will not enjoy peace and security due to their
battle against Islam. In addition, he noted that the IS was willing to absorb every Muslim who
wishes to emigrate to Iraq or Syria in order to help the organization wage jihad.150

The video banner



Sheikh Anjem Choudary, a radical Islamic preacher in England, continued to publish
controversial correspondence on his Twitter account. During the first half of February 2015,
Choudaryposted several tweets,including the following accusations and claims: Muslims
collaborating with British security forces against other Muslims are guilty ofabandoning Islam;
Shi’ite or Ahmadi Muslims are not considered true Muslims since they do not honor all of the
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principles of Islam and even distort them; anyone who believes that Jews and Christians are not
infidels and anyone who works to promote equality between Islam and heresy do not believe in
the Quran; it is prohibited to participate in democratic elections in Britain the process is
contrary to the principles of Islam; criticism of the Belgian government’s decision to prohibit the
activities of Sharia4Belgium due to its intention to impose shari’a in Belgium; an interview about
the importance of imposing shari’a in Europe, including Poland; Muslims are prohibited from
celebrating Valentine’s Day.151

From left to right: a banner about Choudary’s lecture on the PalTalk chat program regarding the
prohibition against participating in democratic elections; one of Choudary’s tweets
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ABOUT THE ICT
Founded in 1996, the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is one of the leading
academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world, facilitating international cooperation in the
global struggle against terrorism. ICT is an independent think tank providing expertise in terrorism,
counter-terrorism, homeland security, threat vulnerability and risk assessment, intelligence analysis
and national security and defense policy. ICT is a non-profit organization located at the
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which relies exclusively on private donations and
revenue from events, projects and programs.

ABOUT THE JIHADI MONITORING GROUP

The Jihadi Websites Monitoring Group (JWMG) is a specialized research and analysis team at the
International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT). Composed of researchers fluent in Arabic, the
JWMG monitors websites that support and serve the Global Jihad organizations. The unique
characteristic of JWMG publications is the team's integration of diverse materials from a wide
variety of Arabic sources. JWMG connects each source to larger trends, providing a complete
understanding of events on both a local and a global scale.

Click here for a list of online JWMG publications

For tailored research please contact us at JWMG@ict.org.il.
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